
The Triangle:  Causes and Effects, a practical 
approach to manifesting the Kingdom of God on 

Earth



Formula and Comparisons of the Three 
Aspects

First Aspect Third Aspect Second Aspect

Father Mother/Holy Spirit Son

Ra Isis Osiris

Shiva/Destroyer Brahma/Creator Vishnu/Preserver

Will Creative Intelligence Love/Wisdom

Positive Polarity/Electricity Negative Polarity/Magnetism Neutral Polarity/Light

Spirit Form Consciousness

Life Appearance Quality

Shamballa Humanity Hierarchy



Cause and Effect:  Ancient Wisdom Teachings

ØAlice Bailey Teachings

ØPerspective from samples of the Christ’s teachings

ØRosicrucian philosophy

Ø Some practical application in daily life

ØSimple, yet powerful meditation

ØQuestions and Comments



Teachings of the Christ

Will/Conviction: “Thy Kingdom Come, thy will be 
done on earth as it is in heaven” (From the Lord’s 
Prayer. Matthew 6:10, KJV)

Ø Purpose of the Plan for earth;

Ø Mantram of power.



Teachings of the Christ
Active Intelligence/Implementation: “Now faith is the
substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen” 
(Hebrews 11:1, KJV)

Ø Creative thoughtform building;

Ø Ideas manifested into ideals;

Ø The working out in the world of man.



Teachings of the Christ 

Love/Wisdom:  “Ye have heard that it hath been said, an eye for an eye, and 
a tooth for a tooth. But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them….” 
(Matthew 5:38-39, KJV adopted)

Ø Love /Wisdom;

Ø Redemption;

ØGift of understanding;

ØGroup fusion.



Rosicrucian Philosophy
The Law of the Triangle:  Is based on the fact that a perfect and 
complete manifestation can occur only if two conditions of 
complementary or opposing natures come together.

Ø The two opposing forces are of a  positive and negative polarity;

Ø The coming together or union of the opposing polarities creates a 
third condition or a separate, distinct entity that is neutral; 

ØDemonstrates the Law of Duality.



Rosicrucian Philosophy
The Law of the Triangle (Cont.):

Ø All manifestation obeys this Law;

Ø One can employ this Law in the manifestation of one’s affairs/creation of 
reality (Cause and Effect);

Ø By mentally setting out one’s plan in the form of a Triangle and 
determining   the two conditions to be combined to obtain the desired 
outcome; 

Ø The will to implement through the sounding of the Mantram, “So Mote it 
Be”.



Rosicrucian Philosophy

“So Mote it Be”
Ø Original Translation: “So be It” from an ancient Masonic manuscript;

Ø “A symbol of the Will and Purpose of the Most High”; (A Treatise of 
the Seven Rays, Vol 5, page 515);

Ø Mantram of power of the 1st and 7th rays.



Bringing it Down to Earth

Three Practical Applications:

Ø Leadership qualities/development; 

Ø Teambuilding/forming groups;

Ø The manifestation of money for Hierarchical Work.



Leadership Qualities/Development

Ø Clear vision and long view;

ØFearlessness & determination;

Ø Effective communicator/charismatic, magnetic/ethical quality; 

ØCreative implementation/empowerment & service to others



Teambuilding

Ø Define purpose; group focus;

Ø Effective communication/collaboration within the group; group 
cohesion; sharing of ideas;

Ø Implementation/positive outcome.



Redirection of Money for Hierarchical Work
(Sunday Meditation)

Ø Rightful ask from the Divine; recognition of the Divine Circulatory Flow;   
Infinite Abundance.

Ø As a redemptive energy; sense of worthiness;

ØCreative implementation on earth as an act of service; money makes 
things happen/solves problems; .



Meditation:  Implementation of the Will to Good 
into Creative Expression 

Ø Come together as a Group and  envision the first triangle of circulating, golden light, pointed 
downwards reaching into manifestation as the Father Aspect of power and purpose , irradiating 
the Will of God;  Let us envision this triangle for one minute;

Ø Let us now envision the second triangle  of golden radiating light pointing upwards towards Spirit 
as The Mother Aspect, of attractive magnetism, the expression of the form aspect.  Envision this 
triangle for one minute;

ØNow envision the two triangles, uniting, merging creating a golden  6 pointed star, that of Father 
& Mother, electricity & magnetism and through the union or sacred marriage of the two comes 
the birth of the Child, that of Light or an expanding, refined consciousness, quality or outcome .  
Envision this 6 pointed star for one minute, irradiating all consciousness;

Ø Sound  the Mantram “So Mote it Be!” with purpose and know that this Work is fulfilled;



First Triangle: 
Representing the Will-Father Aspect projecting 

downward



Second Triangle: 
Representing the Magnetic-Mother Aspect 

projecting upwards



The Sacred Marriage of the Two Triangles: 
Representing the Six-Pointed Star - Manifestation



“So Mote it Be!”



Results or Effects



Questions and Comments


